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South Africa  
Goodwill Tour Returns

Boston City Singers
 is a non-profit organization. 

Every three years, members of our Boston City Singers 
city-wide Concert Chorus embark on an experience that 

defies simple explanation. Much more than a performance tour, our 
Goodwill Tours are year-long journeys, embracing all of the things 

which make Boston City Singers unique. 

“Archbishop Tutu wanted to 
create an environment in which 

the truth about apartheid could be 
openly documented without fear 

of retribution for whatever crimes 
occurred. It was a monumental idea 

in that it showed that the only way for 
people to move forward from those 

horrible experiences was through 
truthfulness and forgiveness.”

Chaperoned by seven adults, 
including two Boston City 

Singers alumnae, we boarded two 
flights for South Africa in mid-
July. Our fares allowed us a brief 
and welcome stop in London 
(Buckingham Palace, Westminster 
Abbey and lunch on the Thames!) 
on our way to Faure in the Western 
Cape, home to the Cape Town 
Film Studio and our home base, St 
Raphael’s Retreat Centre. It was 
almost incomprehensible to us that 
St Raphael’s was the site of the 
initial meetings in 1995 of the Truth 

and Reconciliation Committee, 
established by Archbishop Desmond 
Tutu after the end of apartheid to 
document the atrocities of that era.  
Lucy Burke writes:

Schools welcomed  us with over-
whelming enthusiasm. Children 

sang with us, their teachers taught 
us, and parents cooked for us. 
Dorchester singer Emily Gaylord 
was particularly moved: “Visiting 
schools, performing and meeting 
the children were the most amazing 
experiences. We visited five primary 
schools, including Rietenbosch 
Primary in Stellenbosch, Belhar 

Primary in Belhar, and Waenhuis-
krans (Afrikaans, translates as “wagon 
house cliff,” — a sea cave in Arniston, 
large enough to accommodate a wagon 
with oxen) Primary in Waenhuiskrans. 
It is so amazing to see kids who 

speak another language, live oceans 
apart, come together through music, 
with very little speaking. When we 
meet the children they treat us like 
celebrities, asking for autographs, 
photographs, and hugs. When we 
sing songs in English, they listen 
intently to try and understand us, 
and when we sing in Afrikaans, or 
Xhosa, they dance and sing along. 
They taught us traditional African 
songs, and we sang and danced 
together. It is so amazing to see that 
kids who lead completely different 
lives, in different countries, speaking 
different languages, and who live 
on opposite ends of the earth can 
have so much in common, and can 
communicate through music alone.” 
The singers’ hands were constantly 
covered by the penned phone 
numbers of hopeful South African 
children. Many classes struggled to 
return to order after our visits!

Primarily hosted by the Anglican Diocese 
of False Bay, we shared our music with 

congregants in the Strand, Bredasdorp, Kuils River, 
Crawford and Woodstock.  We offered settings of 

Deep River, Psalm 23, and new favorites, Ipharadisi and Singabahamba. We 
filled St. George’s Cathedral with “Dona Nobis Pacem” in celebration of 
National Women’s Day. Collaborative concerts with the Chamber Choir of 
the University of the Western Cape thrilled audiences and raised money for 
food pantries, local music programs and a shelter for children.  

Our conservation studies took us to visit Cheetah 
Outreach, SANCCOB (a seabird rehabilitation 

facility – hydrate first, clean later!),  African Penguins at 
Betty’s Bay, Aquila Game Reserve, and an ostrich farm. 
We were delighted by roadside sightings of baboons 
and ostriches, nervous and fascinated by an unexpected 
snake-themed school assembly in Stellenbosch, and 
hopefully watchful for the return of the whales to 
Hermanus. 

We found the Cape of Good Hope, the town of Arniston and the towering 
Lion’s Head breathtaking. We lingered in Kirstenbosch National 

Botanical Garden longer than we believed we would. We strolled pathways 
between streams and ponds absorbing the magnificent gardens that celebrate 

South African flora. 

Docent-led museum visits kept 
us captivated and gave us great 

and wide-reaching understandings. 
An early morning visit to the District 
Six Museum in Cape Town, devoted 

to the story of the forcible removal of 60,000 residents after the area was 
declared white, was made compelling by the surprise availability of former 
resident Noor Ebrahim. A singer in his earlier years, he was a special audience 

for our songs given in appreciation of his 
time. None of us will forget the passion and 
dedication of a former political prisoner, 
whose vivid description of his life in the 
kitchens on Robben Island alongside Nelson 
Mandela was beyond compelling. Dorchester 
resident Kathleen Tevnan wrote: “I will 
always remember our visit to Robben Island, 
the prison which held the former president 

of South Africa, Nelson Mandela, for over eighteen years (in total he was in 
prison for 27 years.) After a bus tour and a brief history, we toured the inside 
of the prison with a guide who was a political prisoner for seven years. He 
shared his personal experiences and stories of the others there. The prisoners 
were treated horribly and forced to work in the limestone quarry for ten hours 
a day in the summer and eight hours a day in the winter, where the harsh 
conditions caused many chronic illnesses to the prisoners, Mandela included. 
Many of the ideas of the post-apartheid era were formed on that island and 
it was an amazing feeling to be in the same spot as those great thinkers who 
formed them not so long ago.” Xhosa speaking guide Mambuti introduced 
us to his home township of Langa, built as housing for 5,000 in 1927 but 
today home to 80,000. We were fascinated by the 
pottery cooperative, and thoroughly entertained 
by our African rhythm class, held in an Ethopian 
restaurant. 

We were given the opportunity to visit a 
project created by Early Years Services 

that actively promotes a better quality of life for 
families through programs that assist parents, careers and children. We were 
stunned to learn that so many South African children are born with fetal 

alcohol syndrome. The presentation 
describ-ing the plight of the 84 
children in the program moved more 
than one of us to tears.

Well beyond the music learned, 
the baby ostriches passed 

around, and the jaw dropping “can 
this be real?” scenes, is how we 
have all changed.  Divorced from 

our constant distractions of computers, cell phones, television and late-night 
refrigerator raids, we had time.  Time in conversation, time listening, and time 
appreciating.  Time accepting unbelievable generosity. Time in reflection and 
sadness with the Archbishop of Southern Africa, Thabo Makgoba, who was 
as moved by the plight of the Haitian people after last year’s earthquake as 
some of our own families. Time sharing meals with host families, washing 
dishes, and hanging clothes to dry. Time playing cards with each other and 
running with the Centre’s beloved dogs, Zema and Simba. We learned a new 
warmth and generosity of spirit. We gained perspective and understanding, 
not only of ourselves but of a nation that 
opened their world to us.

We had significant help piecing this 
experience together. Father Noble 

Scheepers, rector of the Church of Good 
Shepherd, Dedham, and native Cape Towner, 
drew on his experience and contacts to 
assemble a remarkable team. We could not have hoped for a better guide than 
Leonard Overmeyer. Our constant companion, Leonard introduced us to the 
unforgettable sights of the Western Cape with an enthusiasm that was not only 
contagious, but memorable. The staff of St. Raphael’s Retreat Centre were 
both warm and generous, and looked after us splendidly. Henriette Weber, 
Director of the Centre for Performing Arts, University of the Western Cape, 

assembled outstanding musical 
experiences for us, from singing in 
schools, churches and concert halls, 
to the month-long collaboration with 
Peter Roux and the University’s 
Chamber Choir.  

— Jane Money

Please donate!

This incredible journey 
was made possible by 

the generous support of 
foundations, families 

and friends. 
We thank you from 

the bottom of our hearts!
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